Anxious about Your Clarity SaaS
Migration to the Google Cloud?
Let Rego Be Your Guide

Reduce Risk with Rego’s Best Practice
Planning and Execution

We Want to Help You
Transition Successfully
Pre-Migration Planning Services
Assessment Service
Understand the Impacts
Broadcom will remediate SQL and NSQL statements, integrations, and reports. As part of your migration, your
instance will be upgraded to the latest version of Clarity, and you will need to plan on appropriate training. Your team
will need to validate and provide updates for new release and upgrade features and ensure the entire solution is
working as expected.
• Identify All Potentially Impacted Items:
- Integrations (new SFTP location, IP, and URL)
- Postgres Changes (Lookups, Query Portlets, GEL in
Workflows, Reports)
- Data Extractions
- URLs Embedded in XOG GEL, ODATA, & Jaspersoft

• Identify Users Who Require Additional Training for the
Upgrade
• Develop Test List, Test Scripts, and User Stories for All
Impacted Items
• Start the Work for Client-Side Integration Changes
• Create a Training Plan, Including Materials and End User
Sessions Needed to Support New Upgrade Features
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Reduce Technical Debt
Remove Unused or Overly Complex Items
Most instances of Clarity have many objects, fields, portlets, and workflows that are no longer utilized. Complex
integrations and configurations can also significantly increase migration risk and cost.
• Review complex configurations—especially integrations—to find ways to simplify.
• Review all custom configurations, and remove unused items.
• In our experience, the legacy “adapter” integrations built by CA Global Delivery are overly complex, error prone,
and expensive to maintain annually. Rego offers a one-time replacement of any legacy connector with a higher
quality, simplified connector for 3K (one-time, no recurring costs, and upgrade proof).

Security Review
Google Cloud Hosting
The IT Security Dept. often needs to lead a security review of the SaaS provider. We recommend working with your
internal security team to engage Broadcom related to the move to Google.

Google Cloud Migration Services
Oversight & Best Practices
Broadcom will provide a high touch service, but clients will need their own project manager as a single point of contact.
As issues or questions arise, Rego can provide an expert voice and can advocate on your behalf with Broadcom based on
our experience.

Testing
Your largest effort for this migration will be expended in testing every item undergoing remediation, especially
remediated queries and integrations. Data, performance, and access should also be reviewed and tested. Rego’s
experts can reduce the duration and risk of test execution.

Remediation Services
Broadcom will be using a set of tools to remediate any SQL statements within lookups, queries, and workflow GEL
scripts. This remediation approach is good, but not error-proof. We expect some instances where remediation will be
required. Rego can be involved to address remediation errors as they occur.
Broadcom cannot automate the remediation for Jaspersoft reports. Report SQL statements will be manually updated
(likely using low-cost junior resources from an offshore partner). Rego can assist in addressing errors, or we can
proactively perform the report remediation with our expert resources.

Migrate with Confidence
Contact Rego to set up a planning call and talk about next steps.
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